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Some spectral results for the Laplacian on Une bundles over Sn

RUISHI KUWABARA

Introduction

It is well known that the spectrum of the Laplace-Beltrami operator A on the
standard n -sphère (Sn, g0) consists of the eigenvalues

fc=0,l,2,...

with the multiplicity Nk (n + 2fc- l)(n + k-2)(n + k-3) • • • (n + l)n/k!. A
Weinstein [16], V. Guillemin [9], [10], Y. Colin de Verdière [3], [4], etc. studied
the spectrum of a perturbed operator of the form P k + q, q being a C°°

&quot;potential&quot; function, and obtained the following resuit among others.

THEOREM. The spectrum of P (denoted by Spec(P)) consists (except for
finitely many values) of clusters of eigenvalues in the interval

[Àk + min V(y) - e, Àk + max V(y) + e],

for any e &gt; 0, where V : G —&gt; R is the function on the space G of closed geodesics of
(Sn, g0) defined by

Moreover, if a and b are regular values of V, then

#{veSpec(P); kk + a^-v^\k + b} jijye G; a^ V(y)^b}
Nk

where fi is the measure on G.

439
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In this paper we consider a perturbée operator of the form A + Q, where Q is a

first order differential operator. In particular, we are interested in the efïect of the
first order terms on the split of eigenvalues with multiplicity.

We note that the first order terms are related with a linear connection on a

complex line bundle. Let E be a C°° Hermitian Une bundle over a compact C°°

Riemannian manifold (M, g), and d be a linear connection compatible with the
Hermitian structure (see [13], [17]). Let e be a local cross-section on E such that
\e\ 1. Then de we holds with a purely imaginary 1-form co ia (a :real) on an

open set of M. On a complex line bundle (M, g; JE, d) with linear connection,
there can be naturally defined a non-negative, second order, self-adjoint, elliptic
differential operator L called the Bochner-Laplacian (or Laplacian, for short),
which is locally expressed as

where V is the Levi-Civita connection defined by g and a £ a, dx\ a1 £ g]kak

(see [13]).
We will study the spectrum of the operator L on a complex line bundle E over

(Sn, g0), which opérâtes on cross-sections of E.
The author wishes to express his thanks to the référée for his kind advice.

1. Résulte

As to (Sn, g0; E, d), each linear connection d is uniquely (up to gauge
équivalence) determined by its curvature form il dœ on Sn, and the C°° bundle
structure is given by [fl/2m]GH2(Sn,Z) (cf. Kostant [12]). The complex line
bundle over Sn is always a trivial one, Eo, when n^ 2, and the set of équivalence
classes of line bundles over S2 is {E™}, each Em being corresponding to

On each line bundle Em there is a unique harmonie connection d^ whose

curvature form is a harmonie 2-form on Sn (Hodge&apos;s theorem). Particularly,
(Eo, d0) is the trivial bundle with the flat connection. Let 1^ be the Laplacian
defined from the harmonie connection d^. (Notice that Lo â.) Then the spectrum

of Lm (when n 2) consists of the eigenvalues
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with the multiplicity N(km) \m\ + 2k +1 (see [7], [13]). We set A(k0) Ak, N{0) Nk
including the case n ^ 2.

Let d be a linear connection on Em, and L the Laplacian defined by d. Let
jULÎk), / 1,2,..., Nkm\ dénote the eigenvalues of L which is split from A(km)

(k 0,1, 2,...). Our first resuit is the following.

THEOREM 1. (1) max, \^k)-kkm)\ O(k) (fc-»oo) holds.

(2) max||LLJ(k)-A(km)| O(l) holds if and only if

m (-l)m) (1.1)

holds for every closed géodésie y of (Sn, g0). Hère Qâ(y) (resp. Q^iy)) dénotes the

holonomy of the linear connection d (resp. dm) along y.

Remark. The condition (1.1) means that the parallel lift y of the closed

géodésie 7 is a closed curve in Em. If m is odd (resp. even), y doubly (resp.

simply) covers 7.

Our next resuit makes clear how the eigenvalues in the k-th cluster distribute
as k -*oo when the condition (1.1) is satisfied for every closed géodésie.

Let S*Sn be the unit cosphere bundle over Sn, on which there can be defined
the induced volume form dvol from the symplectic volume form dx1 a • • • Adxn a
d&amp;A- • -A^n on T*Sn (cf. [9, §4]). Let &lt;f&gt;t be the Hamiltonian flow on T*Sn\0
defined by the function (x, £)»-H£|.

Under local coordinates of Sn and a local unitary frame of Em, let (o ia
i Yidjdx1 and com iam iY,âjdxJ be the connection form of d and dm, respec-
tively. Then œ - com i(3 i £ b, dx1 (b} : real) is a 1-form globally defined on Sn.

Remark. If o) and o)f are cohomologous, i.e. &lt;o-o&gt;&apos; is exact, then they define
the gauge équivalent connections, and accordingly the spectra of their Laplacians
are the same each other (see [13, §4]).

(I) Case of the trivial bundle Eo. We define a function /(0) on S*Sn by

where {,} is the Poisson bracket. Then we hâve the following.

THEOREM 2-0. Assume that the condition (1.1) is satisfied (with m =0) for
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every closed géodésie y of (Sn, g0). If a and b are regular values of Ji0\ then

(27r)&quot;n vol {(x, f e S*Sn ; a ^ Jm(x, £)^ b}*&quot;&quot;1 + O(kn~2).

(II) Two dimensional case. Let (0, cp) be the polar coordinates of S2 in R3. We
consider various quantities on an open set S2 S2\{6 0, tt}. The restriction of
Em to S2 is a trivial bundle, the Riemannian metric and the connection form of dm

being given by

~ m(l-cos 6) d&lt;p.

Let (S, &lt;p, ^x, £2) t&gt;e t^e canonical coordinates of T*S2, and let |3 a-am
b1d0 + b2d&lt;p on S2. Now we define a function J(m) on S*S2 S*S2\{^2 0} by

where

w
2(l + cos0)

&apos;

Then we hâve the following.

THEOREM 2-m. Assume that the condition (1.1) is satisfied for every closed

géodésie y of (S2, g0). If a and b are regular values of J(m), then

#{j; n&lt;k) e [A(km&gt; + a, À&lt;fcm&gt; + b], 1 ë j S N(km)}

(2ir)-2 vol {(x, ^ e S$S2; a â J(m)(x, f) S b}k + O(l).
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2. Preliminaries

In this section we first show that

holds as k-&gt;&lt;*&gt;. Let L(s) (O^s^l) be the Laplacian defined by the linear
connection d(s) with the connection form &lt;o(s) com + s(co-û&gt;m) iam + is/3, and

let fxïk)(s) be its eigenvalues with |xJfc&gt;(0) A(km). Since the coefficients of L(s) vary
analytically with respect to s, jbt,(k)(s) dépends also analytically on s (cf. [1, Lemma
3.15]). Moreover we hâve the following.

PROPOSITION 2.1. For each sg[0, 1] there exists a positive constant Cs (not
depending on j and k) such that

,00

ds
— (s) (2.1)

Proof. Let {i/&gt;,(k)(s)} be the System of orthonormal eigensections of L(s) as-

sociated with ^xjk)(s), that is

Hère we choose such t^Jk&gt;(s)&apos;s that dépend analytically on s. Difïerentiate this

équation with respect to s, and we get

^ (s) (Visais), tfkXs)), (2.2)

where L&apos;(s) dL(s)/ds and is the natural inner product in the space,
of cross-sections of Em. Therefore we hâve

(Je)

(s)
ds

The first order differential operator L&apos;(s) defines a continuous map H^E^ into
H1&quot;1^), H\EJ being a Sobolev space with the norm ||u||, ||(1 + L(s))i/2m||i,2.

So we hâve
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Obviously Cs dépends continuously on s. Therefore, if we set C

i Cs, the inequality (2.1) implies that

Thus Theorem 1, (1) is proved.
The following proposition is useful for the proof of Theorem 1, (2).

PROPOSITION 2.2. If there is a pseudo-differential operator F on Em of order
0 such that the operator

G(s) L&apos;(s)HUs)9F]

is of order 0, then there exists a constant Ks such that

ds

for every j and k.

Proof Using (2.2), we hâve

^&lt;k)(s) (G(s)$k)(s)-

Since G(s) is a pseudo-differential operator of order 0, hence a bounded

operator, we obtain the proposition.

3. Retum operator

We set for m 0, ±1, ±2,...

where m 0 is the only case when n^2. Then A and Am are first order,
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self-adjoint, positive, elliptic pseudo-differential operators acting on C°°(Em). The

spectrum of Am is

X^fc + N+^Zi), fc=0,l,2,....

Let l/(t) exp (itA) and let Um(t) exp (itAm). Then 1/(0 and Um(t) are Fourier
intégral operators of order 0 for each teR (cf. [5]), and Um(2îr) (-l)lm|+n~1I
holds. We consider the so-called return operator

R (-ijlml+n-l JJ(2tt) J + W,

which gives much information about the split of the spectrum of L from A(km) or
that of A from À(km). Let

R(t) L/(0l/m(0&quot;1 ^ 1 + W(0. (3.1)

Then R R(2ir), and JR(O is a pseudo-difïerential operator of order 0 because the
Fourier intégral operators 17(0 and Um(t) are associated with the same canonical
transformation &lt;/&gt;t which is the Hamiltonian flow defined by the same principal
symbol |£| of A and Am, so the géodésie flow. We remark that W(t) is of order 0

(not -1) contrary to the case for the operator P â + q (q: function) considered
in [9], [10].

We compute the symbol of W(t). Under fixed local coordinates of Sn and local
cross-section of Em, consider the Laplacian expressed as

Lm -I g&apos;o V, Vk - 2i I â&lt; V, +1 (â,â&gt; - i V,â&gt;),

with a X a, dx\ am X â, âx\ and a - am |3 X b, dx&apos;. We first list up the

principal symbols of various operators:

2Ï.b% (3.2)

where Q L -Lm -2ï I b] VJ +ï(bib1+2b}â&gt; - i V^1), and

&lt;r(A-Am) ||jIb&apos;{J. (3.3)

The last one is obtained by the équation (A + Am)(A -Am) Q + [Am, A - Am].
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Remark. The principal symbol of a pseudo-differential operator on the vector
bundle E over M is regarded as a map a : T*M\0 —&gt; End (E) such that cr(x, £) g

End (Ex), where End (E) is the bundle of endomorphisms of E, which is isomor-
phic with M x C in case of the line bundle, so the principal symbol is identified
with a complex valued function on T*M\0.

Now differentiate (3.1) with respect to £, and we get

[m ()] m)() (3.4)
i

Therefore using (3.2) and (3.3), we get the differential équation for the principal
symbol w(x, £; t) of W(t):

- w(x, £; t) t (JF^wKx, «; 0 + 4r (l ^Jê)(w(x, {; r)+ 1),

where H&amp; dénotes the Hamiltonian vector field with respect to cr(Am) |^|.

Integrating this équation with w(x, £; 0) 0, we obtain

l, (3.5)

where (x(s), f(s)) is the intégral curve of HCT in T*S&quot;\0 with initial point
(x(0), |(0)) (x, |). From this formula we hâve

l, (3.6)

being the closed géodésie of (Sn, g0) through x with 7 (£/|£l)# at x.

(#: T*Sn -&gt;TSn is the bundle isomorphism defined by g0.)

The holonomy Qâ(c) of the connection à along a closed curve c in Sn is given
by

11),

where 17 is the curvature form of d and 2C is a surface in Sn with 62C c (cf. [12,

p. 108]). For the harmonie connection dm,

(-ir (3.7)
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holds for every closed géodésie 7 of (Sn, g0). From (3.6) we get

Xy

Thus we hâve

PROPOSITION 3.1. The principal symbol of W is given by

ct{W)(x, Û QKyU f^QaJyU f))-1
(3.8)

4. Proof of Theorem 1

We first recall the following lemma concerning the norm of pseudo-differential
operators of order 0 (cf. Nirenberg [15]).

LEMMA 4.1. Let P be a pseudo-differential operator of order 0 on a Hermitian
vector bundle E over a compact manifold and p(x, £) be its principal symbol. Then,

inf||P+C|| ï5ïsup|p(x,f)|,
C ê-H*°° x

where \\-\\ dénotes the operator norm as a map of L2(E) into L2(E), and infîmum is

taken over ail compact operators C on L2(E); \p(x, £)\ represents the norm of p(x, £)

in End(E). Particularly for the case where p(x,Ç) is homogeneous in Ç, P is

compact if and only if p(x,Ç) 0.

Proof of Theorem 1, (2). Set ^^(fji^ + Kn-l^+m2]/^172. Then {£&lt;*&gt;} is

the spectrum of A, and the condition max Ijul^- A(km)| O(l) (fc ~&gt;œ) is équivalent

to max l/xJ^-Â^I O(fc~1). First, assume that max |^,(k)-A(km)| O(l). Then,
the eigenvalues of W

(_Dlmi+n-i exp (2mil\k))-l exp [2wiGï,(k)- A(km))]&quot; 1

tend to 0 as k —x», that is, W is a compact operator. Hence, by Lemma 4.1 we
hâve o-(W) 0, so the condition (1.1) by virtue of Proposition 3.1.

In order to prove the converse we need the following lemmas.
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LEMMA 4.2. The condition (1.1) is replacée by

f 0 0. (4.1)

Proof. By virtue of (3.6) the condition (1.1) implies that 0(y) jy($ takes an

integer for every 7eGeod(Sn) (the manifold of closed geodesics of (Sn, g0)).

Since j3 is a continuous function on Geod (Sn) which is connected, |3 is constant,
and moreover is equal to zéro by the fact ($(y~~l) -/3(y), where y~l dénotes the
closed géodésie with the inverse direction.

Next, consider the first order differential operator L&apos;(s) discussed in §2, which
is locally expressed as

L&apos;(s) -2î X bl V, + £ (2b,â&apos; - i V,fcj + Isbft).
j j

LEMMA 4.3. There is a pseudo-differential operator F on Em of order 0 such

that G(s) JL&apos;(s) + [L(s),F] is of order 0, if and only if iy&amp; 0 holds for every
closed géodésie y of (Sn, g0).

Proof. Suppose there is a operator F of order 0 with &lt;x(F) / such that G (s) is

of order 0. Then the principal symbol of G(s) is equal to zéro, so

î.e.

(4.2)

Let (x(t), f(t)) be an intégral curve of H^ in T*Sn\0 such that y(t) x(t). Then
from (4.2) we hâve

f 1 f /*- \ 1 f
P^ïTi lb1(x(f))CJ(O dt=-T

Jy Isl •&apos;0 ^ i &apos; l •&apos;0

1 f &apos;&quot;&apos; d
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Conversely, when $y (3 0 for every closed géodésie 7, we define a C°° function /
on T*Sn\0 by

being the intégral curve of H^ with (x(0), É(0)) (x, £). Then / is

homogeneous of degree 0 in £, and

r [[ i

Thus / satisfies (4.2). Let F be a pseudo-differential operator of order 0 whose

principal symbol is /. Then G(s) is of order 0.

Now, assume that the condition (1.1) is satisfied for every closed géodésie 7 of
(Sn&gt; go)- Then, by combining Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 and Proposition 2.2, we get

for a constant Km^ not depending on / and k. Thus the proof of Theorem 1 is

completed.
We conclude this section by a discussion about the condition (4.1).

PROPOSITION 4.4. A 1-form 0 on (Sn, g0) satisfies 5yp 0 for every closed

géodésie 7, if and only if

where f is a C°° function and |8&apos; is an odd \-form, that is, t*|3&apos; -j3; for the

antipodal map r of Sn.

The proof will be given in Appendix.

As is easily shown the harmonie curvature form flm is an odd 2-form. Hence,

noting that r* d|3 &lt;2t*|3, we hâve the foliowing theorem in terms of curvature
forms.
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THEOREM 4.5. Let il be a closed 2-form on (Sn, g0) such that (l/2iri) Js il
m g Z for every closed surface S in Sn, and let (£, d) be the Une bundle with the

linear connection whose curvature form is il. When and only when il is odd, the

spectrum of the Laplacian L defined by d consists of clusters of eigenvalues

li\k\j=l,...,N%n\ with max\^k)~k(km)\=O(l) (fc-&gt;oo).

5. Proof of Theorem 2

We consider the case where the spectrum of L consists of clusters, that is the

case where the operator W studied in §3 is of order -1. We apply the resuit due

to A. Weinstein [16] and the improvement by Y. Colin de Verdiere [4] to our
case.

Set

V ~2tti

W* being the adjoint operator of W. Then we hâve

LEMMA 5.1. (1) V is a self-adjoint pseudo-differential operator of order 0 with
the principal symbol

(5.1)

where a(W) dénotes the symbol of order -1 of W.

(2) [A,V] 0.

(3) Let {fc}k)} (/ 1,..., N(km), k 0,1, 2,...) be the spectrum of V. Then,

icJ(k) (fil(k)-A(km)) + O(k-1) (fc-»oo). (5.2)

Proof. The proofs of (1) and (2) are obvious. (3) The eigenvalues of V are

equal to

(l/27rf)fïJ(k)[(-l)|m|+n&quot;1{exp

which are asymptotically (/u,,(k) - À(km)) + Oik&quot;1) when |jxJ(k) - A(km)| O(l). D

The following lemma is due to Y. Colin de Verdiere.
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LEMMA 5.2. For the operator A there are pseudo-differential operators A&apos; of
order 1 and A&quot; of order -1 such that

(i) A

(ii) Spec (A&apos;)c {fcj&quot;1**&quot;&quot;1 ; k €z],

(iii) [A&apos;, V] 0.

Proo/. See Y. Colin de Verdière [3, Theorem 1.1].

Now consider the commuting pseudo-difïerential operators of order 1 : Pt A&apos;

and P2 A&apos;V. Then by virtue of the resuit of Colin de Verdière [4, Theorem 0.8]
the asymptotic distribution of {K(}k)} as k-&gt;oo is known by the function J(m)

o-(V) |s*Sn. That is,

#{K;k)e[a, fe]; l^/^N(km)}
(27i-rn vol {/&quot;^([a, b])}/^-1 + O(fcn~2),

a and 6 being regular values of J(m) (cf. [4, §4]). Hence, noticing Lemma 5.1, (3),

we obtain Theorem 2.
We give the explicit formula of the function J(m\ Noting the formula (5.1), we

compute the symbol of order -1 of W. Let v(x, £; t) be the subprincipal symbol of

W(i) discussed in §3. Consider the symbols of order -1 in eq. (3.4), and we get

w(r)) +^MA - Am), w(t)}. (5.3)

We need subprincipal symbols of some operators, which are computed as follows
in local coordinates of Sn and a local frame of Em:

(5.4)

(5.5)
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- Am)= -±
1 (5.6)

See [7, Appendix] about various formulas for subprincipal symbols. In particular,
(5.6) is derived by the identity:

2Am(A-Am) Q + [Am,A-Am]-(A-Am)2.

The quantities (5.4) ~ (5.6) do not dépend on the choice of local coordinates of
Sn if we regard the operators as acting on C°°(|An|1/2&lt;8&gt;Em), |An|1/2 being the
bundle of half-densities on Sn (cf. [6]). They however dépend on the choice of
local frames of the bundle Em. In fact, under a change of frame e &gt;-&gt; e&apos; fe, f
being a non-vanishing function (called the transition function), the corresponding
connection forms o&gt; and &lt;or are related as m&apos; a) + f~l df. Therefore, if we admit
only such frame transformations that satisfy df 0, the above quantities are

invariantly defîned as C°° functions on T*Sn\0.
Integrating eq. (5.3) with v(x, ê;0) 0, we obtain

v(x, £; r) exp [^ j&apos; (% b&gt;(x(t- s))$(t - s)) ds]

x {£ exp [~^\o (l bJ(x(t-S))^(t-s)) ds]c(x(t-r), |(t-r); t) dr},

with

C(x, |; t) i(o-sub(A - Am))(w(r) +1) + |{cj(A - Am) + 2asub(Am), w(t)}, (5.7)

where x(s) and £(s) are the same as in the formula (3.5), and we assume that x(s)
(O^zS^-t) is covered by a System of local frames {(£/,, e,,/jfc)} of Em such that

dfjk=O.

LEMMA 5.3. Let (M, g; E, d) be a complex Une bundle with linear connection

over a Riemannian manifold (M, g), and let c be a smooth, simply closed curve in

M. Then there is a tubular neighborhood U of c such that E \ U, the restriction of E
to U, is a trivial bundle.

The proof is obvious.
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Noting this lemma and the condition f^(x&gt;€) (3 0 for every (x, £)e T*Sn\0, we
hâve

Plug (3.5) into (5.7), and we hâve

C(x(2w-t),É(2it-t),t)

exp [jîj |T (X 6l(x(27r-s))«J(2ir-s)) ds]

i[crsuh(A - Am)](x(2ir - t), £(2tt - t))

+ ^ [cr(A - Am) + 2asub(Am), ^ ^ ^*_s(l bJ«,) ds} (x(2tt - t), ^(2tt - t))]

and accordingly

2iT

ds, (5.8)

by changing the variable 2tt-t to t.
(I) The case of trivial bundle Eo. In this case there is a global frame, and the

harmonie connection form may be ao Y,â]dxI =0, hence, plugging (5.4) and
(5.6) into (5.8), we hâve the formula (1.2) for J(o) from (5.1).

(II) Two dimensional case. We explicitly express the symbols (5.4) and (5.6)
on an open dense subset SqS2 of S*S2 discussed in §1, and plug them into (5.8).
As a conséquence we get the formula (1.3) for J(m) (restricted to S*S2).

6. Further outlook

1. In gênerai the spectrum {jut,(k)} of L satisfles

max Ifji}^-A(km)| O(k) (k-+*&gt;)
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(Theorem 1, (1)). We are interested in the asymptotic behavior of jLtJk) is

contained in the interval [A(km), A(k™\] as k —&gt;oo. This is discussed in the paper [14],
and it is shown that the limit distribution of julj(Jc) in [A(km), A^J is known by the
holonomy function Qâ : Geod (Sn) -&gt; S1.

2. For the Schrôdinger operator P A-fq on (Sn, g0) it was proved by V.
Guillemin [9] and H. Widom [18] that if Spec (P) SpecGl), then q=0. In our
case the following question is set up: If Spec (L) Spec (L™), is the connection d

harmonie? This is an open question. It is affirmatively answered if we can show
the claim that J(m) 0 holds if and only if a - am |3 £ b, dx1 is a closed 1-form.

3. It is natural to develop our discussions more generally for vector bundles

over (M, g) ail of whose geodesics are simply closed. Let E be a Hermitian vector
bundle over M.

ASSUMPTION. On E there exists a linear connection d* compatible with the

Hermitian structure such that the spectrum of the Laplacian L* defined by d%

consists of

p; fc=0,l,2,...},

a and &amp; being constants.

Under this assumption we can prove the following theorem similar to
Theorem 1.

THEOREM. (1) max, \n\k)-)it\ O(k) (fc-*œ) holds.

(2) maxIjLi^-A^Od) holds if and only if

(6.1)

holds for every closed géodésie y of (M, g). Hère œ (resp. a)%) is the connection
matrix of d (resp. d%). Particularly for the case of Une bundles, the condition (6.1) is

replaced by

For the Une bundles over a rank one symmetric space, we conjecture that
(i) Assumption is satisfied by the harmonie connection, and

(ii) except for (Sn, g0), the spectrum of L consists of clusters only when d is

the harmonie connection.
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The foliowing problems arise for gênerai vector bundles.
(1) Does the given vector bundle E over (M, g) satisfy Assumption?
(2) Is Assumption satisfied by a harmonie (or Yang-Mills) connection (cf. [2])

on E (if exists)?
Thus we are interested in spectra and holonomies of harmonie connections on

vector bundles.
4. Assumption in 3 is probably not satisfied for Une bundles over the Zoll

manifold (not isometric with (Sn, g0)). In such case we need différent arguments in
order to consider the condition that the spectrum consists of clusters. This will be

developed in a subséquent article.

Appendix

We will prove Proposition 4.4. on the same Unes as the case for functions (see

[8, Appendix A]).
Let Cco(ApSn) be the space of C°° real p-forms on (Sn, g0). Then by Hodge&apos;s

décomposition theorem we hâve

Cco(A1Sn) dC0O(Sn)®8C0O(A2Sn),

where d is the exterior differential and 8 is its adjoint with respect to g0.

SO(n + l) naturally acts on C°°(A1Sn) and the décomposition is a direct sum of
SO(n + l)-modules. Let L}(AlSn) and L^S&quot;) be the real Hilbert spaces

generated by dC°°(Sn) and 8C~(A2Sn), respectively, and we hâve

L2(A1Sn) L2d(A1Sn)®L28(A1Sn)

(a direct sum as Hilbert spaces). Following Ikeda and Taniguchi [11] we will
décompose L2(AxSn) into irreducible SO(n + l)-sub-modules. Consider real 1-

forms on Rn+1 {(x°,..., xn)}. Let d0 and So be the differential and codifferential
on C00(A1Rn+1), respectively, and Â do8o + 8odo. Let Pj dénote the set of

«gHA^1) of the form

1=0

with a, to be homogeneous polynomials of (x1) of degree k, and set
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Moreover, let

H{8 a g Hl; \Y xl —\ Ja 0 J J : interior product),

where i :Sn -»Rn+1 is the inclusion map. Then,

PROPOSITION A.l (Ikeda-Taniguchi). SO(n + l) acts irreducibly on X\;d
and 3îf£&apos;s, and if k^j the représentations on 3t\d and %}-d (%l* and %j&apos;8) are
inequivalent. Moreover,

L2(Axsn) £ e ^-d)e( £

with

X © %lA =&gt; dC°°(Sn\ X © ^i&apos;s 3 ôC°°(A2Sn).

Now consider the map R:Cco(A1Sn)-^ C°°(Gcod(Sn)) given by jR«(t)
«(7) 17«? which extends to a continuous map of L2(A1Sn) into L2(Geod(Sn)).
Obviously, R \ %6l&apos;d 0. For a g 3ifk&apos;0, a is an odd (resp. even) 1-form if and only
if k is even (resp. odd), so we hâve R \ 3f(l&apos;s 0 if k is even. SO(n + 1) naturally
acts on L2(Geod (Sn)) and let

L2(Geod(Sn)) X
p

be the SO(n + l)-irreducible décomposition. Obviously JR is a SO(n + l)-
homomorphism, so (i) Ker (R \ %l&apos;8) 0 and Im (R \ M];8) Vp for some p, or (ii)
Ker (R \ Xl&apos;8) $?£ô. Therefore, in order to complète the proof of Proposition 4.4

we hâve only to show that for each odd k there is a 1-form a in 9if£&apos;0 such that

Ra^O. For fc^=2ï + l (1 0,1,2,...) set

a dx2.
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Then 80a 0 always holds, and the équation Âa 0 leads to

am(m -1) 4- am_2(2I - m + 3)(2I - m + 2) 0, m 2,..., 21 + 1.

Take such a0 ^ 0, al9..., a2ï+x that satisfy this relation. Then i*a belongs to #?£,

and J*a ad + a8 accordmg to the décomposition %l %ld(B%k*- Let 7(0
be a closed géodésie given by

7(0 (0,cos r,sinr,0,...,0)eSflcR&quot;+1.

Then by straightforward calculations we hâve

Ra8(y) R(i*a)(y) a0 J &quot;(cos t)2l+2 dt

1-3-5 •••(21 +

This complètes the proof of Proposition 4.4.
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